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**Abstract**

Mass transport processes are notorious for their ability to carry large blocks or mega clasts, to deform sediments, and to interact with the seafloor through deformation and/or erosion of the substrate. These processes, together with their influence on slope sedimentation, are themes we address via direct field observation of three Carboniferous-aged mass transport deposits (MTDs labelled I, II and III) from Cerro Bola, NW Argentina. Internal deformation can be observed in all three MTDs, although it is best developed in MTD II, a 180 m thick vertically zoned MTD with deformation evolving upwards from a simple-shear dominated base, to a pure-shear middle zone, and finally back into a simple-shear dominated top-most zone. The contact between MTDs I and II and their underlying sandstone substrates are also locally deformed, with plastic deformation affecting up to ~20
m of substrate below the MTDs base. Conversely, the basal contact between MTD II and the substrate is also in part erosional, marked by scours and grooves that truncate the bedding in the top-most layers of the substrate. Additionally, the presence of large blocks composed of diverse lithologies embedded within the MTDs, together with the sedimentological description of the MTD’s matrix and the aforementioned interaction with the seafloor, suggest at least two processes accountable for block generation within MTDs.

**Key Points**

Vertical zonation of MTD II is based on soft-sediment deformation, block type and matrix behaviour.

Basal erosion and deformation is recorded below the MTDs, suggesting both frictional and plastic interaction between the MTD and the seafloor.

Sandstone and siltstone blocks are present throughout the MTDs, indicating blocks may be potentially generated by at least two different processes within the same flow.

**Key Words:** Mass transport deposits, basal deformation, basal erosion, block generation, rafted blocks.
Mass transport deposits (MTDs) are described from both seismic and outcrop data sets in terms of internal structures (e.g. Farrell 1984; Ogata et al. 2014; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b; Alsop et al. 2017), basal interaction (e.g. Draganits et al. 2008; Laberg et al. 2016; Sobiesiak et al. 2016a), creation of accommodation space (e.g. Fairweather 2015; Kneller et al. 2016) and presence of blocks (e.g. Macdonald et al. 1993; Dykstra et al. 2011; Alves 2015; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). The internal structures of MTDs are usually described in relation to stress/strain fields, with compressional fields associated with thrust planes, reverse faults, slump folds and shear planes (e.g. Farrell 1984; Alsop et al. 2017; Sobiesiak et al. 2017), while extensional strains are expressed as normal faults, boudinage, mullions, and pull-aparts among others (e.g. Dykstra et al. 2011; Alsop & Marco 2014; Alves 2015).

When a MTD moves downslope, it translates over a detachment surface termed a basal shear surface (BSS) or basal glide plane. This surface is developed due to progressive shear failure and defines the lower limit of the MTD, thus separating deformed sediment above from undeformed strata below (e.g. Hampton et al. 1996; Frey-Martínez et al. 2006; Bull et al. 2009; Omosanya & Alves 2013). The interaction between the BSS and the substrate has been widely documented from both seismic data (e.g. McGilvery & Cook 2003; Gee et al. 2005; Moscardelli et al. 2006; Posamentier & Martinsen 2011; Alves et al. 2014), and more rarely from outcrop (e.g. Gawthorpe & Clemmey 1985; Lucente & Pini 2003; Butler & Tavarnelli 2006; Dykstra et al. 2011; Ogata et al. 2012; Dakin et al. 2013; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). The nature of these interactions are usually described as erosional, creating features such as scours (Nissen et al. 1999; Posamentier & Kolla 2003), grooves (Posamentier & Kolla 2003; Bull et al. 2009), striations (Gee et al. 2005; Bull et al. 2009), and monkey fingers (McGilvery & Cook 2003). However, new studies have revealed that the interaction between an MTD and the seafloor can be entirely deformational, resulting in the development of soft-sediment deformational structures within the upper part of sediment pile that is below the detachment surface in the case of frontally-confined MTDs (Frey-Martínez et al. 2006) or
immediately beneath the seafloor in frontally-emergent MTDs (e.g. Alves & Lourenço 2010; Laberg et al. 2016; Sobiesiak et al. 2016a) and lacking sediment incorporation into the flow.

In addition, blocky MTDs are increasingly recognised as a consequence of slope failure and instability (e.g. Macdonald et al. 1993; Alves 2015), with blocks being defined by Alves (2015) as anything larger than boulder size (>4.1m) (Blair & McPherson 1999). From seismic data, blocks have been subdivided into rafted, remnant and outrunner blocks (e.g. Prior et al. 1984; Nissen et al. 1999; Bull et al. 2009). However, the above distinctions are made difficult in outcrop, due to scale and limits of exposure, among other factors. On the other hand, lithological differences between blocks and their surrounding strata are easily identified at outcrop.

The main aim of this paper is to provide a summary of published data, and a comprehensive overview of three MTDs (MTD I, MTD II and MTD III) cropping out in superbly-exposed sections at Cerro Bola in La Rioja Province, NW Argentina.

In detail, we consider the following:

1. What is the nature of the interaction between MTDs and the seafloor, and how deep can this interaction penetrate?

2. How does deformation affect the MTD sediments themselves, and how is it distributed throughout the deposit?

3. What types of blocks occur within the MTDs, what do they represent, and what processes are capable of creating them?
2 Geological Setting

Paganzo is an epicratonic basin, resulting from the accretion of three crustal blocks (Famatina, Cuyania and Chilenia) along the western margin of the Gondwana craton, between the Ordovician and Early Carboniferous (Limarino et al. 2002, 2006; Desjardins et al. 2009). The basin is located in north-western Argentina (Fig.01) extending over an area of 30,000km², and containing up to ~ 4500 metres of sediments (Paganzo Group) (Ramos 1988). The basin is bound to the north by the Alto de La Puna, to the south and east by the Pampean and Pie de Palo highs (Limarino & Spalletti 2006). To the west, the basin is limited by the Precordillera, separating Paganzo from the western basins of Calingasta-Uspallata and Rio Blanco.

Fernandez-Seveso & Tankard (1995) and Azcuy et al. (1999) subdivided the Paganzo Group into three Formations: Guandacol, Tupe and Patquia. The Guandacol Formation was affected by the Late Paleozoic glaciation, and records at least three glacial/deglacial cycles, resulting in a glacially-derived package overlain by thick proglacial and postglacial marine packages, including deltaic sediments, black shales, turbidites and mass transport deposits suggesting a periglacial environment (Fernandez-Seveso & Tankard 1995; Limarino et al. 2002; Milana et al. 2010; Valdez Buso 2015). The Tupe Formation is characterised by sediments deposited in fluvial, lacustrine and marginal marine environments, and the Pataquia Formation consists of a red bed succession comprising alluvial fan, fluvial and playa lake lithofacies encroaching on a marginal to shallow marine environment.

Cerro Bola is a mountain located at the border between La Rioja and San Juan Provinces, near the town of Villa Union (~30 km SW) (Fig.01 and 02). Structurally, the mountain consists of a large north–south trending, west-vergent periclinal anticline that forms the hanging-wall to a thrust system that dips eastward at ~24° (Milana et al. 2010). The thrust system is related to the Neogene to Quaternary Pampean Range orogenic deformation (Zapata & Allmendinger 1996) The sedimentary succession at Cerro Bola was deposited on
the western margin of Paganzo Basin, exposing Carboniferous sediments from the Guandacol Fm to Permian red beds of the Patquia (Milana et al. 2010). The Guandacol Fm is related to glaciogenic lithostratigraphy (Valdez et al. 2015), and in the Cerro Bola area the relation of this formation with Tupe- and Pataquia Fm is to date still poorly understood (Valdez et al. 2015). At least three major glacial / deglacial cycles are recorded in Cerro Bola (e.g. Milana et al. 2010; Dykstra et al. 2011; Valdez et al. 2015; Fallgatter et al. 2016). The Guandacol stratigraphy preserved at Cerro Bola encompasses roughly ten units that can be traced confidently across the mountain side (from base to top): a Fluvio-Deltaic sequence (FD I); an MTD (MTD I) that contains sandstone blocks; another Fluvio-Deltaic unit (FD II) displaying an eroded top; an MTD (MTD II) that also contains sandstone blocks; ponded turbidite sandstones; black shales (maximum flooding zone); turbidite sandstones package; Fluvio-Deltaic sequence (FD III); an MTD (MTD III); a Fluvio-Deltaic sequence (FD IV) and then everything is capped by Permian red beds (Pataquia Fm) (Milana et al. 2010) (Fig.01 and 02). In total the stratigraphic thickness cropping out in Cerro Bola exceeds 1 km (Milana et al. 2010; Dykstra et al. 2011) (Fig. 01 and 02).

3 Mass transport deposits at Cerro Bola

Cerro Bola is a strike section through part of the Paganzo Basin, with a ~ 1200 metres thick stratigraphic succession exposed at outcrop that extends for 10 kilometres in length with excellent two and three-dimensional exposure (Fig. 02). At Cerro Bola we describe three MTDs exposed along the mountain side, the first two MTDs (MTD I and MTD II) are the most accessible, and both possess outsized sandstone and siltstone blocks, internal deformational structures as well as signs of interaction with the underlying substrate (Dykstra et al. 2011; Valdez et al. 2015; Fallgatter et al. 2016; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). The third, MTD III, differs from the older two, and displays a deeply incised basal surface that cuts into the upper surface of the underlying sandstone deposit (Milana et al. 2010; Valdez et al. 2015).
3.1 MTD I

MTD I is the oldest exposed at Cerro Bola, and only outcrops in the core of the anticline (Fig. 02 and 03a). The deposit, which is ~115 metres thick and outcrops for ~1.5 kilometres along depositional strike, consists of a massive green-coloured silty matrix (Fig. 03a and b) with pebbles, cobbles and boulders of coarse-grained granitoid and metamorphic rocks originating from the Precambrian basement (Valdez et al. 2015). The MTD contains blocks of sandstone (Fig. 03b) that range in size from ~3 to 5 metres in diameter. These light orange sandstone blocks are composed of massive medium- to coarse-grained sandstone. Additionally, blocks of green-coloured, undeformed to moderately deformed bedded siltstone can be found throughout the MTD (Fig. 03c). The deposit matrix possesses no real markers, making internal soft-sediment deformation difficult to recognize (Valdez et al. 2015).

However, we do record a ~14 m thick zone showing intense ductile deformation in the upper zone of the Fluvio-Deltaic sediments (FDI) directly below MTD I (Fig. 03d), which we infer to have occurred while the sediment was unlithified. The deformation includes highly-deformed sediments that contain pinch and swell structures, along with various scales of folding and sheared matrix. According to Valdez et al. (2015), the deformation style resembles ductile structures described in metamorphic rocks. The majority of sandstone blocks within MTD I occur near the base.

Valdez et al. (2015) described MTD I from Cerro Bola and Sierra de Maz, a locality ~10 kilometres northwest of Cerro Bola that exposes the same glacially-influenced stratigraphy. Here, they were able to identify a 20 metre thick turbidite package composed of dark brown, medium- to coarse grained sandstone capped by black shale deposited atop MTD I. These turbidites are locally developed in Sierra de Maz and are interpreted as deposits restricted by MTD topography, termed ponded turbidites. Equivalent ponded turbidites are not found above MTD I in Cerro Bola.
3.1.1 Interpretation

MTD I is interpreted to be produced from the failure of accumulations of ice rafted debris, or 'aquatill', where basement clasts contained within the matrix are interpreted to be remobilized drop-stones. Stratified siltstone blocks are considered to be coherent remnants of the original sediments that were more rigid and survived the flow deformation. This interpretation is based on the similarities between the average composition of the siltstone blocks and the MTD matrix. The sandstone blocks may originate from the erosion of the substrate, or from sandstones within a heterogeneous MTD protolith. It is impossible to distinguish between these alternative models due to the lack of directly supporting data (for example, evidence for basal erosion) and the sandstone blocks may in fact originate from a combination of both substrate erosion and disintegration of a heterogeneous protolith.

The flow is considered to be dominated by pure shear deformation, due to the boudinage of sandstone and siltstone blocks. Regardless of whether the MTD as a whole is dominated by pure shear, there must have been a significant component of simple shear operating at least along the lower boundary, as shown by the ~14 metre thick deformational zone recorded at the contact between the MTD and the sandy substrate. Valdez et al. (2015) suggest that sandstone blocks may owe their origin to substrate deformation and shearing, followed by their consequent incorporation into the translating flow.

3.2 MTD II

MTD II is up to ~180 metres thick and crops out for over ~8 kilometres along strike (Milana et al. 2010; Dykstra et al. 2011; Sobiesiak et al. 2016a, b) (Fig. 02). Moreover, it is the most accessible, best exposed and therefore the most studied of Cerro Bola’s MTDs.

In general, MTD II is very similar to MTD I, consisting of green, fine-grained, silty sediments that are remobilized and highly-sheared (Fig. 04a). The matrix contains granule to boulder-size clasts of Precambrian granitoid and metamorphic basement rocks, sandstone and siltstone blocks (Fig. 04a), and ball-shaped concretions (which give the name “Bola” to the mountain). MTD II has irregular boundaries, with the upper boundary displaying onlap of
overlying sediments, together with local slumping away from regions of higher surface topography (e.g. Fairweather 2015; Kneller et al. 2016) (**Fig. 04b**). The lower boundary is marked by two styles of basal interaction. The first consists of basal scours that cut into and ‘pluck’ parts of the underlying Fluvio-Deltaic sandstone (Dykstra et al. 2011; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b) (**Fig. 02 and 04a**). The second type of basal interaction is where ductile shear of un lithified sediment is developed directly below the base of the MTD (Sobiesiak et al. 2016a) (**Fig. 04c**). Additionally, MTD II is vertically zoned and can be stratigraphically divided into three distinct lower, middle and upper units with transitional boundaries, according to variations in texture and structures (Dykstra et al. 2011; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b) (**Fig. 04a**). Sandstone and siltstone blocks are present throughout the whole of MTD II. In general, whitish to orange sandstone blocks comprise medium- to coarse-grained, moderately sorted arkosic sandstone (**Fig. 04a, d and e**). The blocks are highly fractured, generally with no discernible internal structure, but locally primary features such as large-scale trough cross-stratification, ripples and climbing ripples are recorded (Garyfalou 2015; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b) (**Fig. 04d and e**). Usually, the margins of sandstone blocks display interaction with the MTD, marked by the shearing and/or deformation of the surrounding matrix (Milana et al. 2010; Dykstra et al. 2011; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). Light to dark green siltstone blocks (Dykstra et al. 2011) are composed of sandstone, siltstone and dark mudstone layers, with each layer ranging in thickness from millimetres up to 10 centimetres (Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). Random granule to boulder sized clasts are preserved within siltstone blocks, where the layers below and above are deflected around these clasts. Siltstone blocks display only weak internal ductile deformation, but are highly fractured. A full description of sandstone and siltstone blocks from MTD II can be found in Sobiesiak et al. (2016b).

The lower zone of MTD II ranges from 40 up to 60 metres in thickness (Sobiesiak et al. 2016b), and is characterised by the occurrence of sandstone blocks within a variably sand-rich matrix and sand streak lithology. Sandstone blocks locally comprise ~30% of the MTD exposure ranging from a few metres up to ~90 m long and up to ~15m thick (Sobiesiak et al. 2016b) (**Fig. 04a**). Additionally, there is a vertical distribution of blocks, with larger and more
irregular blocks found near the base of MTD II (Sobiesiak et al. 2016a). Sand streak lithology is similar to the sandstone blocks and the underlying substrate (Garyfalou 2015), with sand streaks being very abundant near sandstone blocks, and close to the contact with the substrate. Sand streaks record complex deformation with superimposed strain histories (Dykstra et al. 2011; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). The sand-rich matrix is present throughout the whole lower zone of MTD II, although the amount of sand entrained within the matrix decreases vertically through the deposit.

The contact between the lower and middle zones of MTD II is transitional over ~15 m, and marked by the vertical decrease and eventual disappearance of sand entrained into the silty matrix (Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). The middle zone is itself characterised by the presence of siltstone blocks within a silty matrix, and ranges in thickness from 50 up to 90 metres (Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). The matrix to the middle zone is composed of highly sheared and fractured green siltstone, containing granitoid and metamorphic clasts. Sandstone blocks are still present, but are less frequent and generally smaller when compared with those in the lower zone. Large-scale folding and boudinage of sandstone blocks is observed in the middle zone.

The contact between the middle and the upper zone of MTD II is transitional, and is marked by the presence of a thick, folded and fractured turbidite sandstone bed including a metre-thick mud cap (megabed), intermittently distributed along the lower portion of the upper zone. The upper zone is 40 to 60 metres thick (Sobiesiak et al. 2016b), with the green siltstone matrix containing basement clasts. Sandstone and siltstone blocks are less frequent and much smaller than those from the underlying zones. The upper zone is marked by the occurrence of thrust zones, large-scale folding and thrust fault imbrication (Dykstra et al. 2011; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b).

Soft-sediment deformation can be found throughout the whole of MTD II, with folds and faults being the most commonly observed structures. The lower zone contains the greatest concentration of structures, although this might simply reflect the presence of distinct sandy markers within the matrix that readily record and highlight the deformation. Other structures
such as, mullions, boudins, shear lozenge, pull-aparts, sheath folds, bookshelf (dominoes)
faulting, and flame structures are observed throughout the MTD (Sobiesiak et al. 2016b).

The lower boundary of MTD II is extremely irregular where erosional features cut into the
underlying sandstone to create scours, gouges and/or grooves (Dykstra et al. 2011;
Sobiesiak et al. 2016b) (Fig. 02). These erosional depressions range in size from couple of
metres up to ~100s metres in length and up to ~20 metres deep (Sobiesiak et al. 2016b).

Additionally, soft-sediment deformation affects the uppermost ~20 metres of the underlying
sandstone sequence (Milana et al. 2010; Sobiesiak et al. 2016a) (Fig. 04c). Deformation of
the substrate starts at the contact with MTD II, and continues downwards until a sharp shear
surface defines the boundary between the deformed and undeformed substrate. Deformation
of the substrate is recorded in a series of soft-sediment structures such as recumbent,
overturned, parasitic (S and Z) fold types, boulder rotation, boudins, pinch and swell
structures, mullion structures, bed attenuation and the formation of proto-block shaped
structures.

The upper boundary of MTD II is recorded by a succession of turbidites that show
interaction with the topographic top surface of the MTD at different scales (Fairweather 2015;
Kneller et al. 2016) (Fig. 04a and b). The turbidites vary from 0 to ~60 metres thick, and
have been subdivided into five stratigraphic units according to their style of topographic filling
(Fairweather 2015). In general they consist of massive to rippled and normally graded beds
of coarse to fine-grained light yellow sandstone that are capped by siltstone and mudstone.

Sitting directly on top of the MTD is a single, green turbidite that drapes the topography and
is interpreted as being cogenetic to MTD II (Dykstra et al. 2011; Kneller et al. 2016;
Sobiesiak et al. 2016b; Fallgatter et al. 2017) (Fig. 04b). The first units occur as isolated
lenses that onlap topographic highs on the upper surface of MTD II and locally slump off it.
The topographic irregularities are interpreted as isolated basins that are progressively filled
and buried over time, first those at a small scale (few metres in amplitude, and metres in
wavelength), into intermediate (10s of metres in amplitude, 500-1000 metres in wavelength)
and finally into large length scales (6500 metres, with amplitudes of the order of 100 metres), which affect only the upper and more extensive units (Fairweather 2015; Kneller et al. 2016).

3.2.1 Interpretation

MTD II has similar characteristics to MTD I, such as the presence of sandstone and siltstone blocks, basal deformation, basement clasts and greenish silty matrix. Consequently MTD II is interpreted to be the result of glacially-influenced sediments (ice-rafted debris) having undergone remobilization. Crystalline clasts embedded in the matrix are interpreted as drop-stones, siltstone blocks as the least deformed end-member of the MTD protolith (Dykstra et al. 2011; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b) and sandstone blocks as derived from seafloor erosion. The interpretation of seafloor erosion and subsequent incorporation of sandstone blocks into MTD II is supported by field observations such as; erosional surfaces cutting into the underlying sandstone; petrographic resemblance between sandstone blocks and substrate sandstone (Garyfalou 2015); and even a block apparently arrested in the process of entrainment into the MTD (Sobiesiak et al. 2016a, b). The broad zonation of MTD II is interpreted to be due to different deformational styles affecting each of the zones. The lower zone is considered to be dominated by simple shear, leading to sand streaks, while the middle zone comprises a greater component of pure shear leading to boudinage. The upper zone is associated with simple shear deformation resulting in fold and thrust systems. Additionally, the ~20 m thick zone of deformation below MTD II is interpreted to reflect shear of underlying sediments created as the MTD moved downslope. When grouped together with erosional scours, this indicates a complex morphology and behaviour of the basal shear surface, as well as variations in flow and substrate properties. Turbidites deposited on top of MTD II are interpreted as ponded turbidites, as they markedly onlap the topographic relief created during MTD movement (Dykstra et al. 2011; Valdez et al. 2015; Sobiesiak et al. 2016a, b).
MTD III is up to ~120 metres thick and crops out for ~10 kilometres along depositional strike. It is the most difficult of the Cerro Bola MTD’s to access due to its high stratigraphic position on the mountain. In general the MTD consists dominantly of a dark green coloured siltstone, that can be broadly subdivided into two zones (lower and upper) according to its internal deformation and stratification (Fig. 05a, b and c). At the northern and southern areas of Cerro Bola, the lower zone comprises about ~50 metres of the deposit and displays coherently bedded sediments (Fig. 05a, b and c), only locally deformed (Valdez et al. 2015). It consists of thin (~ 10s of cm thick) sand beds with abundant rippled surfaces and convolute bedding, including clasts (drop-stones) with deflected layers above and below, interbedded with mudstone and more rarely shales. The upper zone of the deposit is extensively deformed, composed of folded and/or disrupted sandstone beds in a silty rich matrix. Additionally, scattered pebbles, cobbles and boulders of crystalline basement rocks are also present. In the central part of the inlier, however, the whole of MTD III (lower and upper zone) is deformed and displays soft-sediment deformation features such as slump folds (Valdez et al. 2015).

The base of MTD III is marked by the occurrence of an E-W trending erosional surface (Fig. 05a, b) that is clearly exposed for at least 1.5 km, and forms a truncation surface that cuts into the underlying sandstone beds (Fluvio-Deltaic 3) (Valdez et al. 2015). The underlying sandstones are sharply cut by this surface causing up to ~150 m of sandstones to be excised, and locally reaching almost complete removal (Fig. 05b). Additionally, the erosional surface locally displays a polished plane containing striations aligned towards 320° – 140° (Puigdomenech Negre 2014). A unit of purplish conglomeratic sandstones that are irregularly distributed in lenticular bodies appear to lie within incisions into this surface. The incised sandstones are stratified and towards the top of the sequence display traction features, such as cross bedding (Valdez et al. 2015). The upper boundary of the deposit
locally display a succession of turbidite beds that pinch out laterally (Fig. 05d) and onlap against the MTD top.

### 3.3.1 Interpretation

MTD III consists largely of ice-rafted debris, together with possible turbidite, much of which has been remobilized and transported downslope as a MTD. The erosion surface might be interpreted as the slide scar of a mass movement (Valdez et al. 2015). Alternatively, the erosional surface locally displays a U shaped morphology (see figure 10b in Valdez et al.2015) which taken together with the polished striated surfaces described by Puigdomenech Negre (2014) could be interpreted as the product of glacial movement. Finally, the surface may represent an incised valley in the top of the delta. The lower zone of MTD III, where it is coherently bedded and relatively undeformed, may represent large coherent slide blocks or MTD protolith still in its original position. Lastly, the turbidites deposited on top of the MTD are interpreted as ponded turbidites, denoting confinement by the interaction of these flows with the rugged MTD topographic surface.

### 4 Discussion

#### 4.1 Seafloor interaction

Studies of the interaction of MTDs with the seafloor have recently been undertaken using both outcrop and seismic data (e.g. Prior et al. 1984; Gee et al. 2005; Moscardelli et al. 2006; Alves & Lourenço 2010; Laberg et al. 2016; Sobiesiak et al. 2016a). The documented interaction is considered to occur in two styles, erosional and deformational, which are not mutually exclusive. The erosional power of MTDs at Cerro Bola can be recognized from MTD II and III, with the former displaying basal irregularities interpreted as scours and/or grooves cutting down into the underlying sandstone (Fig. 02), while the latter displays a ~150 metres incision into substrate (Fig. 05a and b). Additionally, MTD I and II both contain sandstone blocks (Fig. 03b, 04a, d and e), which are similar in composition to the underlying
sandstones, and may be interpreted as being derived from erosion of the substrate
(Garyfalou 2015; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b).

Laberg et al. (2016) described an MTD from the Nankai Trough, SE Japan, where five sudden indentations were recorded in the basal shear surface. However, this MTD had no seismic-scale blocks, and the indentations were interpreted as slabs detached at different stratigraphic levels during slope failure. Alternatively, Gee et al. (2005) documented linear features scoured in the seafloor, which the authors interpreted as grooves. The process of groove-making is described as the dragging of a tool (such as rigid blocks) contained at the base of the flow that would scour the substrate. This would mean that seafloor erosion could also be a consequence of blocks. Moscardelli et al. (2006) also described erosional features from offshore Trinidad, where the main reason for seafloor scouring was due to the erosive power of the flow that transitioned from a confined into a partially confined setting. In summary, a range of factors may influence sea floor erosion, ranging from the presence of large blocks that may create grooves, weak layers within the seafloor sediments, to variations in flow dynamics that lead to wider erosive features.

The other type of MTD interaction relates to deformation of the sea floor. This is well illustrated at Cerro Bola by MTD I and II, which respectively display a ~14 m (Fig. 03d) and a ~20 m thick (Fig. 04c) deformation zone localized in the uppermost layers of the substrate sandstone. Penetration of the strain profile into the substrate resulted in the development of soft-sediment deformation (folds, boudins, proto-blocks, among others) spread throughout the whole affected area. The lower contact of the deformed substrate is bounded by a sharp shear zone that clearly separates deformed from undeformed and evenly bedded sediments. Such basal deformation has been described by only a few authors from outcrop (Alves & Lourenço 2010; Butler & McCaffrey 2010; Valdez et al. 2015; Sobiesiak et al. 2016a), core (Laberg et al. 2016) and more rarely from seismic data (Alves 2015). We suggest that the stress exerted by the flow is not restricted to its base, but penetrates a considerable distance into the substrate, thus deforming it. Similar observations were made by Alves & Lourenço...
(2010) and Laberg et al. (2016) where the basal shear zone lay within and deformed the sandy substrate.

Additionally, the depth of penetration of deformation into the substrate in relation to the height of the overlying MTD was calculated, using both Carboniferous MTD I and II from Cerro Bola and, as a comparison, a Neogene MTD from SE Crete described by Alves & Lourenço (2010). From Cerro Bola the deformation zone of MTD II was ~11% of the total thickness of the overlying MTD; and for MTD I it was ~12%; while Alves & Lourenço (2010) calculated the deformation as ~15% of the total thickness of the overlying MTD. The observations above support the conclusion that in some cases the basal shear surface of an MTD can be considered as a zone rather than a discrete surface (Alves & Lourenço 2010).

Unfortunately, the variables that control the formation of these zones are at present poorly known, although it could be conjectured that the significant factors will likely be those that control the shear stress of the MTD (mainly the speed of movement, thickness and density) and, the yield strength and rheology of the substrate (controlled by degree of lithification, fluid pressure and lithologies).

4.2 Towards a model for block generation

Blocks within MTDs are frequently classified into rafted, remnant and outrunner blocks (e.g. Prior et al. 1984; Bull et al. 2009; Posamentier & Martinsen 2011; Alves 2015). Outrunners are defined as those blocks that are detached from the leading edge of the MTD and have moved downslope beyond the front of the flow (e.g. Prior et al. 1984; Bull et al. 2009). They are associated with a type of basal erosion called glide-tracks and the blocks themselves are not found embedded within the MTD, but at the end of the glide-track (Prior et al. 1984; Nissen et al. 1999). Remnant blocks are defined as “isolated blocks of material that have not experienced failure” (Bull et al. 2009). These blocks are bounded by sets of faults and are vertically connected with underlying non-MTD substrate, thus lacking basal disruption (Alves & Cartwright 2009; Alves 2015). Rafted blocks, on the other hand, behave as a ‘coherent block’ transported downslope by the flow, and are usually described as
“floating within the disaggregated chaotic matrix of the MTD” (Alves 2015). Rafted blocks are also called ‘translated’ or ‘intact’ blocks (e.g. Masson et al. 1993; Bull et al. 2009). All blocks described from Cerro Bola are classified as rafted blocks.

Analysis of MTD I and II from Cerro Bola, provides an opportunity to differentiate rafted blocks into sandstone and siltstone blocks, according to their lithological differences, and classify them into either “native” (intra-formational) or “exotic” (extra-formational) in respect to their genetic relation to the host and/or encasing lithology (e.g. Masson et al. 1993; Haughton et al. 2003; Lucente & Pini 2003; Jackson et al. 2009; Ogata et al. 2014b; Festa et al. 2016).

The sandstone blocks in general are composed of a whitish to orange sandstone and appear to be derived by erosion of the substrate (Fig. 04d and e). These sandstone blocks are interpreted as exotic blocks, and are thus considered to be coherent fragments of externally-sourced material of different lithology from the MTD, and potentially displaying distinct rheological behaviour from the flow matrix. MTD II shows clear interaction with the underlying sandstone deposit in the form of irregular gouges and/or grooves (described above).

Additionally, in places, it is possible to see blocks arrested in the process of entrainment by the flow. Such evidence corroborates the interpretation that the blocks originated from the shearing of the underlying unit. A notable observation is that blocks can originate by substrate erosion. However, at the same time, the presence of blocks can produce seafloor erosion through the process of groove-making or tooling.

Within MTD II block size and frequency diminishes upwards through the deposit (Fig. 04a). To explain this vertical distribution, a model was proposed by Sobiesiak et al. (2016a) in which large sandstone blocks ascended through the MTD matrix via buoyancy. First, the blocks of varying sizes would be eroded from the underlying substrate and incorporated into the base of the flow. The blocks would rise through the matrix by virtue of their lower density. As they ascend they would undergo shear-stripping, stretching and/or fragmentation, depending on the behaviour of the matrix and the contrast in material properties between block and matrix. This process would reduce the size of blocks as they move up, resulting in smaller blocks higher in comparison with those at the base. Additionally, the accumulation of
blocks at the base of the flow can be explained by other factors; (i) it is the closest part of the MTD to their point of origin; and/or (ii) some blocks possess neutral-buoyancy, or may be even denser than the matrix, therefore fostering the accumulation of blocks along the basal contact.

Siltstone blocks, on the other hand, are interpreted as native blocks, comprising light to dark green layered siltstone (Fig. 03c) and are considered to be the least-deformed remnants of the MTD protolith (Dykstra et al. 2011; Valdez et al. 2015; Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). The siltstone blocks are interpreted as being derived from the same source material or lithology as the main MTD body. The rheological behaviour of siltstone blocks does not differ significantly from the overall flow, and they are more or less evenly distributed throughout the MTDs stratigraphy (Sobiesiak et al. 2016b). However, there are places where siltstone blocks are difficult to distinguish from the actual MTD matrix due to their similarity with the matrix, and the indistinct bedding that can be confused with matrix fractures. In conclusion, siltstone blocks are interpreted as remnants of the MTD protolith, and because they have a similar rheology and density to the MTD matrix, would simply be carried passively downslope by the moving flow. Such rafts would get progressively smaller due to their fragmentation during transport, as shown by Alves & Cartwright (2009). Nevertheless, care must be taken when classifying blocks; on some occasions MTDs may have a heterogeneous origin including a range of lithologies, and the resulting blocks may display a different lithology from the desegregated, mixed and homogeneous host matrix.

5 Conclusions

We have summarized and discussed the main aspects and structures of three Carboniferous MTDs exposed at Cerro Bola. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(i) Two types of basal interaction are developed that demonstrate the erosional and/or deformational power of MTDs. Seafloor deformation is recorded below
MTD I and II and erosion is recorded below MTD II and III. The character and
nature of the interaction between the MTD and the seafloor is complex and
poorly understood, though variables that influence MTD’s shear stress and
the substrate rheology and yield strength are significant factors that would
influence the occurrence, style and thickness of erosion and/or deformation
zone.

(ii) MTD rafted blocks can be generated by two means. First, by the disaggregation
of the MTD protolith, imparting similar properties to the block as the main MTD
body. Therefore, such blocks are more likely to preserve original features or
undergo less deformation as they may only ‘float’ within the matrix. Second, by
the erosion of the seafloor, where the blocks are made of externally sourced
material and of different lithology with respect to the MTD matrix, potentially
exhibiting mechanical behaviour distinctly different from the overall flow.
Consequently, these blocks may be reworked by the flow due their contrast in
physical properties.

(iii) Additionally, the presence of “exotic” blocks within the MTD is not strictly
indicative of erosion, since MTDs can have a heterogeneous source
composed of multiple lithologies. Also exotic blocks can be the result of
seafloor erosion and/or can tool the seafloor and be the agent of erosion.
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Figures

**Figure 01:** (a) Outline map of South America highlighting the late Palaeozoic sedimentary basins. Red rectangle locates the study area. Modified from Gulbranson *et al.* (2010); (b) Geological map of Cerro Bola (modified from Dykstra *et al.* (2011). Red arrow indicates the main transport direction (NW); (c) Stratigraphic column from Cerro Bola.

**Figure 02:** (a) Oblique photomosaic looking east towards Cerro Bola; (b) Line drawing showing the interpretation for the whole Cerro Bola stratigraphy. Note local contacts (erosive and/or pinching) between MTDs II and III and their respective substrate the Fluvio deltaic II and III. Location for figures 3, 4 and 5 are shown. The legend is the same as Fig. 01.

**Figure 03:** (a) Oblique aerial photograph looking southeast towards Cerro Bola; (b) General photograph showing MTD I with its green matrix and presence of sandstone and siltstone blocks embedded in MTD I; (c) Moderately deformed, bedded siltstone block with a drop-stone; (d) Deformational zone developed at the upper zone of the Fluvio-Deltaic I, commencing directly below MTD I. Note the highly deformed sediments in the deformation zone and the presence of small sandstone blocks within MTD I.

**Figure 04:** (a) Mosaic parallel to the inferred transport direction, showing MTD II stratigraphy and sandstone block distribution; (b) Photo showing the presence of co-genetic turbidites, followed by ponded turbidites deposited on top of the MTD. Note that the co-genetic turbidites thicken and thin as they drape the topographic lows and highs; (c) Photograph showing the deformation zone between MTD II and Fluvio-Deltaic II, where the zone is bounded at the top by MTD II and the base by a shear zone that separates deformed from undeformed sandstone; (d) Example of a large bedded sandstone block inside MTD II; (e) Example of original bedding preserved within a block, with cross stratification from the block at Fig. 04d.
Figure 05: (a) Aerial photo showing a section of MTD III and the indented undulating erosional surface between MTD III and Fluvio-Deltaic III. Note that the Fluvio-Deltaic is almost completely removed at the right-hand side of the image; (b) Close-up photo of the erosional surface and MTD III. Deformed and bedded strata within MTD III can be noticed as well as variably dipping bedded blocks; (c) Photomosaic of the northern part of Cerro Bola, displaying the internal divisions of MTD III. Lower zone shows coherently bedded sediments and above the disrupted strata from the upper zone; (d) Turbidite succession (ponded turbidite) that pinches out (towards the right hand side) and onlaps against the rugged topography of the MTD.
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